Provisional Agenda for 31st meeting of the Informal Group on Child Restraint System

Date:  
Start April 11th  9:30  
End        April 11th  5:30 AM

Place: 
CCFA (FRANCE)  
2 rue de Presbourg  
75008 Paris

1. Welcome  
2. Roll call  
3. Adoption of the agenda (Doc. CRS-31-01e)  
4. Adoption of the Minutes ((Doc. CRS-30-0x))  
5. Work on Phase 2  
   5.1. Review of action list  
      5.1.1.1. Action 27-5 – Data on geometry vehicles (by CLEPA/OICA or other participants)  
   5.2. Work on the draft

6. Next meetings  
7. A.O.B.  
   7.1. Request from GRSP, regarding definition of an Acronym list used in the current Informal Group and in Regulation ECE.R44

PLEASE CONFIRM YOUR ATTENDANCE

Before the 2nd of April

To:  
JP LEPRETRE jean-philippe.lepretre@utac.com